Stuffed Mole Pattern

1. From gray-colored fuzzy or furry fabric, trace and cut two mole sides and one mole bottom using the patterns below. Reverse the pattern when tracing and cutting out the second side so that the fuzzy side will be on the outside of the completed mole. From pink-colored felt fabric, trace and cut one mole nose and four mole paws using the patterns in the lower right corner of the page.

2. Working from the inside and towards the tail area, sew the pieces of fabric together leaving a 3/8" seam all around. When reaching the tail area, turn the mole inside out, stuff with cotton batting, and hand stitch the tail opening.

3. Glue or stitch the nose and paws in the appropriate areas and dress your mole in a creative fashion (i.e., athlete, cheerleader, for the lab, as a professional in the community, etc.).

4. Enjoy your newly found friend!